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Increase customer service and staff efficiency
quickly with LRS on-site paging systems
LRS offers onsite wireless communication products to meet the service needs of the banking
industry. We can help you serve more customers, increase office efficiency, keep a secure
facility and even receive customer feedback. We believe in the importance of a qulity product
backed by value and support. With our feature packed product line, we know you’ll find no
greater value for your dollar. And, as an added bonus, all of our products feature free 24/7
technical support. Listed below are valuable solutions we can provide.
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Customer Paging
Onsite, Wireless, and Silent, our paging systems help ensure waiting customers are seen quickly and efficiently in a professional environment.
Customers that arrive needing to speak with a personal banker, are given a
pager. When it’s time to be seen, their pager number is entered into a
transmitter and they are notified.

Staff Paging
Keep staff connected and communication. Easily locate staff for phone
calls, appointments or meetings. Each staff member is given a pager and
when they are needed they can be easily reached. This system has key
features such as:
T7450A Transmitter

Telephone Interconnect, which enables paging from any phone in the
building and Group Paging which allows the contact of a specific group
of staff simultaneously.
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In conjunction with staff pagers, a small, mountable transmitter serves as
the foundation of our wireless alert system. A transmitter can be mounted
at each teller station and when the teller needs assistance or has a sercurity concern, a push of the button is all it takes to page the appropriate
personnel. The system can be programmed with custom messages or can
use standard pre-intalled messages. It can also be setup to monitor the
opening and closing of entrances and exits.
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Customer perceptions and marketing demogrphics are just a coule examples of data our Electtonic Survey System can gather. And, the great thing
is the data is real time all the time. The surveys can be customized, internet integrated, scheduled and analyzed. Teh surveys are sustomers complete surveys are created using your PC, then downloaded to the trays. As
customers complete surveys they are uploaded to either your computer
or an online database.

